PROBLEM
• Information available for planning trips is scattered
• Applications that help in planning trips are either too complicated or do not consider all the factors
• Simple one stop solution for planning trips is not available

GOAL
To build a one-stop solution website that recommends a customized and detailed itinerary for the trip to the users based on factors such as destination, duration, budget, and activity preferences.

FEATURES
• Create a scheduled itinerary of “things to do” at the user specified destination considering user preferences
• Provide detailed information about each place such as logistics and contact information, user reviews, and pictures
• Trip time estimates (by car, bicycle or on foot)
• Map Locations
• The best itinerary for the chosen destination
• Print the itinerary

ARCHITECTURE

APPLICATION

FUTURE WORK
• Create user profiles
• Schedule itinerary considering optimized route and more...
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Visit us at
www.vagabond.cc